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During the past decade fuzzy sets have attracted the attention of 
researchers in a number of rather disparate fields. In this paper we shall 
consider some of the topological aspects of this theory, particularly as they 
pertain to fuzzy sets on a metric space (X, d). We shall first describe a 
pseudometric for such sets and examine some of its basic properties. Next we 
introduce the notions of c- and r-fuzzy points and show that the aforemen- 
tioned pseudometric, when restricted to these sets of “points,” defines a 
metric. Some relationships between the metric spaces realized in this fashion 
and the underlying metric space (X, d) are considered; we also compare 
these spaces with the fuzzy topological spaces studied by Weiss in [S]. 
1. BASIC NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
In this paper we shall use the following notation: I will denote the unit 
interval [0, 11, R” will denote Euclidean n-space (with the usual topology) 
and B” will denote the unit ball centered at the origin. If A is a subset of a 
metric space (X, d), then int A denotes the interior of A, cl A denotes the 
closure of A, diam A denotes the diameter of A ; 0 denotes the empty set. If 
f: X-+ I, then suppf denotes the support off, {x If(x) > 0). If (X, d) is a 
metric space, then H will denote the Hausdorff pseudometric defined on the 
collection of nonempty subsets of X (see [2]). 
A function f mapping a metric space (X, d) into R ’ is said to be upper 
semicontinuous if for each real number b, the set (x If(x) < b} is open in X, 
and f is said to be lower semicontinuous if for each real number 6, the set 
{x ) f(x) > b} is open in X. We say that a function f: X+ I is nontrivial if 
J(x) f 0 for at least one element x E X. 
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2. A PSEUDOMETRIC FOR FUZZY SETS 
We recall from [lo] that if X is a set, then a fuzzy set on X is a function 
A: X-, I; in the remainder of the paper, F(X) will denote the family of all 
fuzzy sets on the set X. To define a pseudometric on F(X) in the case that 
(X, d) is a bounded metric space, we shall make use of the following notions. 
If 1 E F(X), then 
GA= ((x,t)EXxI[t<A(x)} 
will denote the set consisting of all points lying on or below the graph of L in 
XXI. For each r,O<r< 1, we let 
G;=((x,t)EG,(t=rJ 
denote the rth level of G,. If 1 E F(X), then 
h(J)= sup(t) (xv t)E G,} 
will denote the height of 1. 
Finally, ‘lo will denote the null fuzzy set defined by a,,(x) = 0 for each 
x E x. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that (X, d) is a bounded metric space and that H 
is the Hausdorfl pseudometric on the family of nonempty subsets of X x I. 
Let A4 = diam X x I (with respect to H). Then the function p: F(X) X F(X) + 
[0, 03) deJined by 
(where h(A) =p and h(r) = q are the heights of L and t, respectively) is a 
pseudometric for F(X); it is understood that if 1= t],, and h(t) = q, then 
P@, r) = 4. 
Before undertaking the proof of this theorem, we observe that two fuzzy 
sets ,4 and r are “close” under p if the sets G, and G, are “close” in the 
Hausdorff sense; furthermore, all fuzzy sets of small height are “close” to 
one another, and if the heights of members of a sequence (A,} of fuzzy sets 
converge to 0, then the sequence {A,) converges to q,,. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We need check only the triangle inequality. 
Suppose that ,u, t, L E F(X) and that the heights of these fuzzy sets are given 
by h(u) = p, h(t) = q, and h(A) = r, respectively. We need to show 
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5(min(p,rI)H(G,,G,)flp-rl~~(min(p,q))H(G,,G,) 
+lp-ql+~(miniq,rJ)H(G,,G,,)+lq-rl. 










+ A (mink 0) WG,, G,) + lq - rl 
= Pk. t) + P(G A). 




= Pcu, s) + P(G A). 
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Case III. p < r < q (or r ,< p ,< q). Here we have 
+q-p+q-r 
THEOREM 2.2. If (X, d) is a compact metric space, then (F(X), p) is a 
compact pseudometric space. 
Proof: We show that every sequence in (F(X), p) has a convergent subse- 
quence. Let (A,} be a sequence of fuzzy sets in F(X). If lim inf(h(A,)} = 0, 
then it is clear from the definition of the pseudometric p that there is a subse- 
quence of {A,,} that converges to the null fuzzy set q,,. If lim inf(h@,)} # 0, 
then it follows from [7, Theorem 0.81 that the sequence of closed sets 
(cI(GA”)} has a convergent subsequence (cl(G,,,J} in XX I (with respect to 
the Hausdorff pseudometric on XX I). Suppose that G* is the limit of this 
subsequence and define 1 E F(X) by 
A(x) = max(t ) (x, t) E G*}. 
It is not difticult to show that G, = G*, and, consequently, that the subse- 
quence {,&,j converges to 1 in (F(X), p). 
THEOREM 2.3. If (X, d) is a complete metric space, then (F(X), p) is a 
complete pseudometric space. 
ProoJ The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.2 above except that [6, 
Proposition 4.11 is used in place of [7, Theorem 0.81. 
In the next theorem we see that (F(X),p) is connected for any bounded 
metric space (X, d). 
THEOREM 2.4. If (X, d) is a bounded metric space, then (F(X),p) is 
connected. 
ProoJ Suppose that U and V are disjoint open subsets of F(X) such that 
F(X) = IIU V. Suppose further that the null fuzzy set ?,i,, lies in U. We show 
that V must be empty. Let 1 E F(X) and define g: I+ F(X) by g(t) = t1. 
Then g is clearly continuous, and hence g(l) is a connected subset of F(X) 
and must lie in either U or V. Since g(0) = q,, and g(1) = 1, it follows that 
A E U, and therefore V = 0, as claimed. 
We recall that a Peano continuum is a compact, connected, locally 
connected metric space. 
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THEOREM 2.5. Zf (X, d) is a Peano continuum, then (F(X), p) is compact. 
connected, and locally connected. 
We will use the following lemma in the proof. 
LEMMA 2.6. Suppose that (X, d) is a Peano continuum. Let C(X) = 
(A E F(X) 1 G, is closed}. Then (C(X), p) is a Peano continuum (where p is 
the restriction of the pseudometric defined in Theorem 2.1). 
Proof: It follows easily from Theorem 2.2 that C(X) is compact, and 
from the proof of Theorem 2.4 we see that C(X) is connected. To show that 
C(X) is locally connected we proceed as follows. Suppose that r* is a 
nontrivial fuzzy set in C(X) and that r* E U, where U is an s-neighborhood 
of r* in (C(X), p) with the property that h(A) > +h(s*) for each A E U. Let H 
be the Hausdorff metric for XX I, and let 8= (A E 2’“’ 1 H(A, G,.) ( a) 
(here, 2’“’ is the collection of all compact subsets of X x I). By 17, 
Theorem 1.921, there is a connected open subset P of (2”‘, H) such that 
G,.E PC 0. 
For each A E p, let r,,: X-P I be the function defined by 
rq(x)= sup{t I (x, r>EA)v if (x, t) E A for some t 
= 0, otherwise. 
Note that GTA is closed and, hence, rA E C(X) for each A E I? Let V = 
{r, 1 A E P}. We assert that V is a connected open subset of (C(X),p) and 
that r* E V c U. Since for each A, B E 7, p(r, , t,,) <_H(A, B), we have that 
Yc U. That Y is open follows from the openness of V and the fact that the 
pseudometrics p and H are “essentially” the same for sets or functions near 
G,. or r*. If V is not connected, then there are disjoint open subsets V, and 
V, of V whose union is V. Let P, = {A E 2xx’ 1 r, E V,} and P, = 
(A E 2”” ( rA E VI}. It is not diffkult to see that P, and P, are open and 
yield a separation of p, which is impossible since P is connected. 
To complete the proof of this lemma, it suffices to show that if T* = q,, 
then r* lies in an arbitrarily small connected open subset of C(X). That this 
is so follows easily from the observation that for each E > 0, 
(5 E C(X) I h(r) < E 1 is connected (see the proof of Theorem 2.4). 
Proof of Theorem 2.5. Suppose that A* E F(X) and that A* # T,J~ Let U 
be an open subset of F(X) such that A* E U. For each A E F(X), let A: X- I 
be defined by 
x(x) = max{t 1 (x, 1) E cl GA}. 
Let U, = U n C(X) and note that p E U,, since 1 E U, whenever 1 E U. 
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Clearly Uc is an open subset of C(X) and, therefore, by the previous lemma 
there is a connected open subset V, of C(X) such that F E V, c U,. If v = 
(A E F(X)) 1 E V,), then a straightforward argument shows that V is a 
connected open subset of F(X) and that A* E V c U. 
If A*=&), then an argument similar to that given in the proof of 
Theorem 2.4 shows that for any open set containing R* there is a connected 
open subset V of F(X) such that A* E Yc U, and this concludes the proof of 
Theorem 2.5. 
In the remainder of this section we shall adopt the following notation. If 
1 E F(X), then g, will denote the set {(x, t) E XX Z ( x E cl(supp A) and 
t < A(x)}. If X is a compact convex subset of a linear topological space, then 
K(X) will denote the set (1 E F(X) 1 g, is closed and convex} U (v,,}, and 
R(X) will denote the set {g, 1 R. E K(X)\ U {XX 0). We define a metric i on 
Z&U by setting~~~,,g,,)=(1/~)(min(p,q})H(g,,,g~l)+l~-ql,where, 
as before, M = diam X x Z (with respect to the pseudometric H defined on 
the nonempty subsets of XX I), p = h(A,), and q = h@,). We also set 
p^(XxO,g,)=s, where h(A)=s. 
THEOREM 2.1. Zf X is a compact convex subset of a linear topological 
space, then the metric spaces (K(X), p) and (Z?(X),p”) are homeomorphic 
(where p is the restriction to K(X) of the pseudometric defined in 
Theorem 2.1); furthermore, K(X) and x(X) are compact. 
Proof: Let /?: X(X)-t R(X) be defined by /?(A.) =g, (and /3(v0) = X). 
Clearly p is a l-l mapping onto Z?(X). Moreover, p is continuous, which can 
be seen as follows. Suppose that {A,,) is a sequence of fuzzy sets in K(X) that 
converges to A E K(X). We show that the sequence { g,l,} converges to g,, . 
This follows readily if we can show that the sequence {cl(supp A,)) 
converges to cl(supp A) whenever h(A) > 0. We note that this latter sequence 
need not converge to cl(supp1) if the convexity requirement is lifted, as we 
illustrate in the figure below. 
Since the sequence (A,} converges to A it follows readily that cl(supp A) is 
a subset of lim sup{ cl(supp A,)}, and, therefore, it remains to show that if 
x E lim sup cl(supp A,)\cl(supp A), then there does not exist a subsequence 
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(A,,} of (A,} and points xnk E cl(suppI,,) such that the sequence (x,,} 
converges to x. Let r be the distance from x to the compact set cl(supp A) 
and let x* be a point in supp 1. Let z be the point that is at a distance r/2 
from x and lies on the segment (in X) connecting x to x*. Note that A(z) = 0. 
Now observe that since the sequence (Ak) converges to 1, we have that if k 
is sufficiently large, then &,(x) will be quite close to 0, A,(z) will also be 
close to 0, and &(x*) can be made arbitrarily close to A(x*); however, this is 
impossible since the point (z, A,(z)) will then fail to lie on the line segment 
joining (x,~,(x)) and (x*, ,$.(x*)), and this implies that gAk is not convex. 
Thus, we conclude that no such point x exists, and that the sequence {g.{,) 
converges to g, . 
Next we observe that K(X) is compact. To see this note that if (A,,} is any 
sequence in K(X), then by Theorem 2.2 there is a subsequence (A,,} of {A,) 
that converges to a fuzzy set 1. We leave it to the reader to show that g, is 
closed and convex, and hence, that K(X) is compact (make use, for example, 
of the fact that for an appropriate subsequence {&) of (A,} the sequence of 
compact convex sets {G>;,y,k} converges to Gj, for t > 0). 
It now follows that p is a homeomorphism. 
Next we show that the space (K(X),p^) is convex. 
THEOREM 2.8. Suppose that gA,, gAl E R(X) and let a > 0, b > 0 be such 
that a + b = 1. Then there exists I E K(X) such that g, = ag,, + bg,! , and. 
consequent~l~, R(X) is a convex space. 
Proof: We first show that g* = agAl + bg,? is convex. Let p = ap, + bp, 
and q = aq, + bq, be two points in g* (where, of course, p,, q, E g,, and 
pz,q2E gA,). We must show that if 0 ( u < 1, then up + (1 -u)q E g*. 
Note that up + (1 - u)q = u(ap, + bp,) + (I- u)(aq, + bq,) = a(upl + 
(1 - u)q,) + b(up, + (1 - u)q,). Since g,, and g,* are convex, it now follows 
that up f (1 - u)q E ag,, + bg.l, = g*, and, consequently, g* is convex. 
Next we show that if a(x, s) + b(y, t) = (ax + by, as + bt) is a point in g* 
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then (ax + by, W) E g* for each w, 0 < w  Q as + bt, and, hence if we define 
I (a.~: X+ I by 
4,,&) = maxk I (x9 4 E g* 1, if (x, r) E g* for some r 
= 0, otherwise 
then g,l ,il.b, = g*, and this will conclude the proof. Suppose then that 0 Q w  < 
as + bt. Define T: [0, s] x [0, t] + [0, as + bt] by T(u, v) = au + bu. Then T 
is continuous, T(0, 0) = 0 and T(s, t) = as + bt. Therefore, by the Inter- 
mediate Value Theorem there are numbers s” and i such that 0 < s^< s, 
O<f<t, and as^+bi=w. Since (x,f))EgAI and (y,r*)Eg,,, we have 
a(x, $) + b(y, t*, = (ax + by, w) E ag,, + bg,*, the desired result. 
We recall that a metric space (X, d) is said to have the fixed point proper- 
ty-the f.p.p.-if for each continuous functionf: X+X, there is at least one 
point x E X, dependent on f, such that f(x) =x. Our principal result in this 
connection is the following. 
THEOREM 2.9. if X is the unit ball, B”, in R” then (K(X),p) has the 
fixed point property. 
Proof: By Theorem 2.7 it suffices to show that the metric space (3?(X),S) 
has the f.p.p. where x(X) is as defined in the paragraph preceding 
Theorem 2.7. It is well known (see, for example, [7, Theorem 18.41) that 
there is a countable family of continuous linear functionals Y= (w,, w*,...) 
on X x I such that 
(i) if A is a compact convex subset of XX Z and if z E (XX I)\p, 
then there is a member w, of Y such that v,(z) & w,(A); 
(ii) for each positive integer i and for each z E X X 1, 1 w,(z)] Q 1. 
We define an embedding E from R(X) into Hilbert space 1, as follows. 
Suppose that g, E R(X) and that h(A) = r is the height of A. For each 
positive integer i, let vi(gA) = [ai, bi]. Then E: R(X) + I, is defined by 




and E(X x 0) = (0, O,...). It is easily seen that E is both continuous and l-l, 
and since, by Theorem 2.7, B(X) is compact, it follows that E is an 
embedding. We show now that E@(X)) is a convex subset of I,, and, hence, 
it will follow from a result of Keller [4] that R(X) is homeomorphic to the 
Hilbert cube, and consequently has the f.p.p. Since x(X) is homeomorphic to 
K(X), we have that K(X) also has the f.p.p. 
To simplify notation, we shall denote E(g,) by (r’, rWi(gA)), where, as 
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before, r is the height of A. Suppose that g, and g, are two elements of R(X) 
with positive heights r and s, respectively, and let t E [0, 11. We show that 
there is a fuzzy set A E K(X) of height k such that 
(k*, kwj(g,)) = (tr* + (1 - t)s’, tvh,) + ( 1 - t) w,(g,)) 
and this will establish the convexity of I@(X)). 
Let G* = trgT + (1 - t) sg,. Note that rg, and sg, both belong to R(X), 
and, therefore, it follows from Theorem 2.8 that g* = t(rgr) + (1 - r)(sg,) 
also belongs to R(X). Let q E K(X) be such that g, = g*. Now let k* = 
tr* + (I - t)s2(=h(q)), and let I = (l/k)+ Then 0 < k* < 1 and h(A) = 
h(( l/k) q) = (l/k) k* = k; furthermore, we have 
&*I kvik,)) = (k*v V/r&,)) = Or2 f (1 - Os2, w,(g,,) 
= Ctr2 + C1 - t)s2Y Vi((tr(g, + ((l - f)s)g,)) 
= Or* + (1 - t)s*, Wi(g,) + (1 - f) SVi(g,)), 
the desired result. 
There is, however, one detail to be checked: is g, a subset of X x I? Since 
h(J) = k < 1, it s&ices to verify that cl(supp A) is a subset of X= B”. 
Suppose that (x, I) E g,. Then for some a E g, and b E g., we have 
x= tra+(l-f)sb 
L/tr2 + (I- t)s2 
=Ea + Cl ;‘)’ b, 
k 
which implies that 4x, 0) < @r/k) &I, 0) + ((1 - t)s/k) d(b, 0) < 
(tr + (1 - t)s)/k). where d is the usual metric for R” and 0 is the origin. An 
elementary calculus argument may be used to show that 
(tr + (1 - t)s)/\/tr’ + (1 - t)s’Q 1 (for 0 < r, s, t Q 1), and therefore 
d(x, 0) < 1; thus, cl(supp A) c X, as was to be verified. 
To complete the proof, we show that if E, E K(X) and if h(a) = r > 0, then 
for each I, o<t< 1, tE(g,) + (1 - t) E(X X 0) E E@(X)). Since 
E(X X 0) = 0, it suffices to show that tE(g,) E E@(X)). Suppose that 
0 < t < 1. Since g, E fi(X), it follows that figA E R(X), and, consequently, 
E(\/i g,%) E E@(X)). Furthermore, h(\/ig,) = fir > 0, and, hence, 
E(dg.A = (<fir)*, dWi(fig.a)) = Or*, (fir) fi u/L&)) 
= (tr’, tv,(g,,)) = ffr2, Wi(g*)) = tWg.i). 
Thus we have shown that E@(X)) is a compact convex subset of I,, and. 
therefore, by [S], E@(X)) is homeomorphic to the Hilbert cube, and conse- 
quently, has the f.p.p. 
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3. U-FUZZY POINTS AND T-FUZZY POINTS 
Fuzzy points were first defined by Zadeh in [ 111, and Wong [9] appears 
to be the first to study such points in a topological context. In [9], a fuzzy 
point is essentially viewed as a “spike,” i.e., a fuzzy set with support 
consisting of a single point. It would seem reasonable, however, to consider 
fuzzy points having a somewhat less crisp nature. To help motivate a more 
general notion of a fuzzy point, we consider some of the ideas introduced by 
Weiss in [8]. In that paper Weiss defined an open fuzzy set on a metric 
space to be a lower semicontinuous function 1: X-+ I. In this context, it 
would therefore seem appropriate that a fuzzy point Iz should be a closed 
fuzzy set, i.e., an upper semicontinuous function; moreover, the support of 
such a function should have compact closure and empty interior (or consist 
of a single point). Finally, to avoid the existence of fuzzy points with graphs 
of the form 
it is necessary to add the further restriction that each level GL of G, 
(0 < r ( 1) be convex (a subset A of a metric space (Y, d) is said to be 
convex if for each two points a and a’ in A, there is a point c E A such that 
d(u, c) = d(a’, c) = +d(u, a’)). Formally, we define two classes of fuzzy 
points as follows. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Suppose that (X, d) is a metric space. A function S: 
X-+ I is said to be a o-fuzzy point on X if supp S consists of at most one 
point (in particular, the null fuzzy set vO: X+ I is a u-fuzzy point). If 
supp S = (x), we say that S is based at x. The set of all u-fuzzy points will 
be denoted by X,, and the nontrivial o-fuzzy points will also be referred to 
as spikes. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Suppose that (X, d) is a metric space. A function P: 
X -+ I is said to be a r-fuzzy point (or a generalized fuzzy point) if P is a (T- 
fuzzy point or if P satisfies the following conditions: 
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(i) P is an upper semicontinuous function 
(ii) cl(supp P) is compact 
(iii) for each T, 0 < r < h(P), GTp is convex 
(iv) there does not exist a nontrivial lower semicontinuous function A 
such that 1 <P. 
The set of r-fuzzy points will be denoted by X,. 
It is easily seen that (X,,p) and (Xi-, p) are metric spaces, where p is the 
appropriate restriction of the pseudometric defined in Theorem 2.1. Note that 
with this metric, X, is a closed subspace of X,.. In the remainder of this 
paper we shall focus our attention on these two metric spaces. 
In the next theorem we show that condition (iv) of Definition 3.2 can be 
replaced by an equivalent condition which is formulated in terms of the 
interior of the support of a fuzzy set. 
THEOREM 3.3, Let (X, d) be a bounded metric space and suppose that P: 
X -+ I is not a spike, but that P satisfies conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) of 
Definition 3.2. Then P is a f-fuzzy point if and only if int(supp P) = 0. 
Proof: Suppose that P E X,w,, and that U = int(supp P) # 0. Since P is 
an upper semicontinuous function, the set II, = {x E CJ 1 P(x) < 1 } is open. 
Observe that U, # 0, for otherwise the function f, : X + I defined by 
f,(x) = 1 ifxE U 
=o otherwise 
would be a nontrivial lower semicontinuous function such that f, <P, 
contrary to the definition of a f-fuzzy point; thus U, # 0. Since cl(supp P) is 
compact, there is a nonempty open set V, such that cl V, c U,; note that 
cl V, is compact. Let II, = (x E V, 1 P(x) < i}. Using the above argument we 
see that CT, is a nonempty open set, and that there is a nonempty subset, V,, 
of U, such that cl VZ c U,. We may continue this procedure to obtain a 
nested sequence of nonempty open sets I’, , I’, ,... with the properties: (1) for 
each i, Vi 13 cl Vi+, and (2) if x E Vi, then P(x) < l/i. But this is impossible, 
since n??, cl Vi # 0 (if x E ny= i cl V,, then P(x) < l/i for each i; however, 
x E U, which implies that P(x) > 0). Therefore, int(supp P) = 0. 
Now suppose that int(supp P) = 0. Suppose also that there does exist a 
nontrivial lower semicontinuous function f such that f < P. Let x E supp f 
and supposef(x) = a > 0. Then since f is lower semicontinuous, there is an 
open neighborhood U of x such that f (y) > a/2 for each y E Ii. However, 
this implies that int(supp P) # 0, which contradicts our hypothesis. Thus no 
such lower semicontinuous function f can exist, and this concludes the proof 
of Theorem 3.3. 
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We now see what properties of the metric space (X, d) are carried over to 
the spaces (X,, p) and (X,, p). 
THEOREM 3.4. If (X, d) is a compact metric space, then so is (X,, p). 
Proof: Suppose that {S,} is a sequence of spikes in X,. By Theorem 2.2 
this sequence has a convergent subsequence in the pseudometric space 
(F(X), p). It is easy to see that a limit of this subsequence must either be a 
spike or the null fuzzy set, and this completes the proof. 
That Theorem 3.4 does not extend to r-fuzzy sets can be seen in the next 
example. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. “The Snowflake.” This space is constructed by taking the 
union of the sets A i , A 2 ,... described below. 
(Here it is assumed that each A, is a subset of the plane and that 
A,cA,cA, e-e .) Define a metric d for X = Up”=, Ai by setting d(x, y) 
equal to the length of the shortest arc in X that connects the points x and y; 
note that the space (X, d) is a convex metric space. For each i, let P, be the 
r-fuzzy point defined by P,(x) = 1 if x E A, and Pi(x) = 0, otherwise. Then it 
is easily established that the sequence of r-fuzzy points {P,} converges in 
(F(X), pj to the fuzzy set P, defined by P(x) = 1 for each x E X. Since P is 
not a r-fuzzy point (int supp P # 0), we see that (X,. , p) fails to be compact. 
We do obtain, however, a result analogous to Theorem 3.4 for certain 
subsets of R”. This result is based on the following theorem of Duda [3]. 
THEOREM 3.6 (Duda). Suppose that X is a subspace of R” with 
nonempty interior. Let Y = {A c X (A is compact, convex, and nonempty} 
and let Y= (A E Y ] int A # 0). Then f is open in Y (where Y is assigned 
the Hausdorff metric). 
THEOREM 3.1. if X is a compact subset of R” with nonempty interior, 
then (X,, p) is compact. 
ProoJ Suppose that (P,/ is a sequence of r-fuzzy points in Xr; we show 
that this sequence has a convergent subsequence. By Theorem 2.2, the 
sequence (G,“} has a convergent subsequence (GP.(i,} which converges to a 
compact subset K* of X x I. If P: X + Z is defined by 
P(x) = max(t ](x, t) E K*}, 
then G, = K*. Thus to complete the proof it remains to establish that P is a 
r-fuzzy point, i.e., that conditions (i)-(iv) of Definition 3.2 are satisfied. 
First, since the graph of P is closed, we have that P is an upper semicon- 
tinuous function. Next, since X is compact so is cl(supp P). Furthermore, it 
is not difficult to see that since each level, G;, of G, (0 < r ( h(P)) is the 
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limit Of convex sets (specifically a sequence of convex sets of the form 
(Gi$‘*}) then Gi is convex for each r, 0 < t < h(P). Finally, Theorem 3.3 
can be used in conjunction with Duda’s result above to establish that 
condition (iv) of Definition 3.2 is also satisfied, and, hence, it follows that 
(X,,p) is a compact metric space. 
The proof of the following theorem is almost identical to that given for 
Theorem 2.4, and is omitted. 
THEOREM 3.8. If (X, d) is a bounded metric space, then the spaces 
(X,, , p) and (X,, p) are connected. 
In our final result of this section we see that under fairly mild restrictions 
the fixed point property carries over from a given metric space (X, d) to the 
space (X,,, p). In the sequel we adopt the following notation. If (X, d) is a 
metric space, then the cone over X, Xc, is the quotient space obtained from 
XX Z by identifying all points of the form (x, 0) in XX I to a single point; 
Q: Xx I-+ Xc will denote the natural quotient map. In [I] and [4] a number 
of results are discussed relating the fixed point properties of a space X and of 
the cone over X,X,. These results are obviously relevant to the next 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3.9. Suppose that (X,d) is a compact metric space. Then 
(X,, , p) has theJp.p. if and only if X, has theJp.p. 
Proof: We first recall that if X is a compact metric space, then so is the 
quotient space Xc (see [2]). Suppose now that Xc has the f.p.p. Let w, be the 
cone point of Xc, and for each x E X and each t, 0 < t < 1, let S,., denote 
the spike based at x of height t (where it is understood that for each x E X, 
s x,0 is the null fuzzy set, r,,). Suppose that f: X,-t X, is a continuous 
function and that Q: X x I+ Xc is the natural quotient map. Define a 
mapping $: X, + Xc as follows: if z E Xc and z = Q(x, t), then set j\(z) = 
Q(x’, t’), where f(S,,,> = S,,.,,. It follows from the continuity of the 
functionsfand Q that3 is continuous; consequently, there is a point z* E Xc 
such that f(z*) = z*. If z* = wg, then it follows from the definition of3 that 
f(q,,) = v,,. Suppose then that z* # w, and that Q(x*, t*) = z*. Iff(S,*,,.) = 
S(x’, t’), then since f(z*) = z* it must be the case that Q(x’, t’) = Q(x*, t*), 
which implies that t’ = t* and x’ =,x*. Consequently, we have f(s,.,,.) = 
s x,.(. , and we have shown that (X,, p) has the f.p.p. 
Suppose now that X is a compact metric space and that Xc fails to have 
the f.p.p. We show in this case that X, also fails to have the f.p.p. Let 3: 
Xc + Xc be a continuous but fixed point free map, and define f: X, 4 X, by 
settingf(S,,,) = S(x’,t’), where Q(x’, t’) = $0 Q(x, t). Also setf(%) = Sx,,,f,,, 
where Q(x,, to) = 3(hj,). Then it is not difficult to establish that f is both 
continuous and fixed point free. This completes the proof. 
Question 3.10. Under what conditions does (X,, p) have the f.p.p.? 
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4. X0,X, AND THE FUZZY TOPOLOGY OF WEBS 
In this section we examine briefly some of the links between the 
topological properties of X, and X,-, and the corresponding properties of the 
fuzzy topology defined on metric spaces by Weiss in [8]. We mention again 
that in [ 8 1 Weiss defined a fuzzy topology on a metric space (X, d) to be the 
family of all lower semicontinuous functions mapping X into I. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Suppose that (X, d) is a metric space and that I: X -+ I. 
Then the subset At of X, defined by 
will be referred to as the set induced by A with respect to X,. Similarly, the 
subset of X, defined by 
A;= (PEX,lP<L} 
will be referred to as the set induced by 1 with respect to Xr. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Suppose that (X, d) is a metric space and that A c X,. 
Then the function uA: X+ I defined by 
a,(x) = sup(S(x) 1 SE A] 
will be referred to as the fuzzy set induced by A (with respect to X,). 
Similarly, if A c Xr then the function Z, : X-1 Z defined by 
r,.&) = su~V’(x) I P E A 1 
will be referred to as the fuzzy set induced by A (with respect to X,). 
In IS] Weiss defined a compact fuzzy set (on a metric space (X, d)) to be 
a fuzzy set 1: X -+ Z with the property that for each r > 0, the set {x E X j 
A(.u) > r} is compact in X. 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose that (X, d) is a bounded metric space and that A 
is a compact subset of X, (or X,.). Then the induced fuzzy set od: X + Z (or 
r4: X -+ I) is compact in the sense of Weiss. 
We will need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose that (X, d) is a bounded metric space and that 
{P, } and {x, } are sequences in X, and X, respectively, such that for each n. 
P,,(x,,) > r > 0. Suppose further that the sequence (P,} converges to a r- 
fuzzy point P and that the sequence (x,} converges to a point x E X. Then 
P(s) > r. 
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Proof: The reader may readily verify that this follows from the upper 
semicontinuity of P and the definition of the metric p for X,. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. We prove the theorem in the context of r-fuzzy 
sets. The corresponding proof for X, is similar. Let r > 0 be given and let 
w, = {x E X 1 T,d(x) > rJ. We must show that w, is a compact subset of X. 
Let (x,} be a sequence in w,. To find a convergent subsequence of (x,} in ~7, 
we proceed as follows. Since A is compact and since each r-fuzzy set is 
upper semicontinuous, it is not difficult to see that for each n there is a r- 
fuzzy set P, E A such that P&C,) > r. Furthermore, since A is compact we 
can assume that the sequence (P,) converges to a r-fuzzy point P E A. Also, 
passing to subsequences if needed, we can assume that for each n, there is a 
point (z,, P(z,)) E G, such that d((x,, P,(Q), (z,, P(z,))) < I/n, where d is 
the metric on XX I “induced” by d. We also assume that z, E supp P for 
each n. 
Since cl(supp P) is compact, there is a subsequence (z,~} of {z,,) that 
converges to a point z* E cl(supp P). It follows that the corresponding subse- 
quence {x,,~} of {xn} also converges to z*, and consequently, we can apply 
Lemma 4.4 to conclude that P(z*) > r and that z* E w,. 
In the next result we obtain a partial converse of Theorem 4.3. 
THEOREM 4.5. Suppose that (X, d) is a bounded metric space and that 1: 
X + I is compact in the sense of Weiss. Then the induced set Ai is compact. 
Proof: We show that every sequence (S,} in At has a convergent subse- 
quence in At. First note that if lim inf{h(S,)} = 0, then there is a subse- 
quence (S,,} of {S,} that converges to the null fuzzy set q, (which is in A:). 
If lim inf{h(S,)] f 0, then we can assume without loss of generality that 
there is a real number r > 0 such that h(S,) > r for each n, and that 
lim no h(S,) = r. For each n, let x, = supp S,. Observe that the sequence 
{x,} lies in the compact set w, = (x E X 1 n(x) > r}, and therefore, there is a 
subsequence (x,,) of {x,} that converges to a point x* E w,. It follows that 
the subsequence (S,,} of {S,.,) converges to the spike S* of height r based at 
x*, and this concludes the proof of the theorem. 
That this theorem cannot be generalized to the space (X,, p) is seen in the 
next example. 
EXAMPLE 4.6. Let X be the snowflake described in Example 3.5 and let 
A: X + I be the fuzzy set defined by J(x) = 1 for each x E X. Then E, is 
compact in the sense of Weiss; however, the subset A; of Xr induced by 1 is 
not compact, since the sequence (P,} of characteristic functions defined on 
the sets A, used in Example 3.5 to define the snowflake provides a sequence 
of r-fuzzy points that fails to converge in A;?. 
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Weiss defined a fuzzy set A: X + I (X a metric space) to be connected in 
case for each Y > 0. (x E X / A(x) > r) is connected in X. 
THEOREM 4.7. If (X, d) is a bounded metric space and if A: X + I. then 
the induced sets At and A: are connected. 
Proof: Note that the null fuzzy point q0 belongs to Ai (and A:). The 
remainder of the proof parallels that of Theorem 2.4 and is omitted. 
It is easily seen that the converse of Theorem 4.7 does not hold even in the 
case that i is connected in the sense of Weiss. 
EXAMPLE 4.8. Let X = [-1, l] and let I: X+1 be defined by A(x) =x’. 
For each x let S, be the spike based at x of height x2, and let A = 
(S, 1 s E (-1, 1 ) }. It is easily seen that A is connected but that or is not. 
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